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NUMERICAL MODELING OF PHASE-SEPARATION IN BINARY
MEDIA BASED ON THE CAHN-HILLIARD EQUATION
У статті описано процедуру наближеного рішення рівняння Кана-Хіллярда в частинних похідних
4го порядку котра базується на явному методі Ейлера в часі та змішаній постановці з білінійними скінченими елементами в просторі. Наведено чисельні рішення для ідеалізованої моделі з двуямним потенціалом (в 2-х та 3-х просторових вимірах) та більш фізично релевантної
моделі з логарифмічним потенціалом (тільки в 2-х просторових вимірах).
In the article numerical procedure for solution of the Cahn-Hilliard equation which is based on the forward Euler method in time and mixed (due to 4th order nature of differential operator) linear finite element formulation in space is described. Numerical examples consist of idealized model with double well
potential (in 2 and 3 spatial dimensions) and more physically relevant model with logarithmic potential
(in 2D only).

1. Introduction and motivation. During industrial hot forming processes
such as extrusion, hot rolling or hot forging materials undergo mechanical deformation and recrystallization. For particular case of extrusion (Fig. 1) one can observe precipitate formation during the last, cooling stage of the extrusion process.
Usually above mentioned phenomena influence each other in a complicated way,
and it is exactly this influence of recrystallization/precipitate formation on a material's ductility and strength that effects the appeal of a hot forming method.
Precipitates form a separate phase in the alloy. A reliable simulation based
prediction of forming results hence requires a coupled model for the evolution of
both the mechanical fields and the evolution of areas covered by different phases.
While first attempts on the finite element simulation of phase-field models
have recently been presented in [1, 2, 3, 4], their consideration in the context of a
structural mechanical finite element simulation is a new issue [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10].
The purpose of this work is the formulation and application of a continuum
field approach to the phenomenological modeling of the behavior of technological
alloys undergoing phase transitions and attendant inelastic deformation. In the current paper only first results on the numerical modeling of the phase separation in
the idealized binary media solely are presented. This is the continuation of the
work started in [11].
2. Model formulation. To describe the phase transition, so called phase-field
approach is utilized [12, 13, 14]. It can be motivated as follows. The interface between two phases on the atomic scale is a «mushy» one (Fig. 2). The classical ap-

proach to model this interface on the meso scale is to use a sharp interface model
although this kind of the problem statement might be numerically quite complicated because one must impose boundary conditions on the moving interface (socalled Stefan conditions). Contrary to this approach, we will use a relaxed (or diffused) interface model proposed in [15] where different phases are distinguished
using a phase-field – a field defined on the whole domain of the simulation and
serving as a relaxed characteristic function for each phase. In this particular case of
Cahn-Hilliard model the same quantity – concentration – serves both as a physical
concentration and as phase indicator.

Figure 1 – Schematic extrusion process

Figure 2 – «Mushy» interface on the atomic scale (left) and
sharp and relaxed interfaces on the meso scale (right)

In this paper Cahn-Hilliard equation with two types of free energies is con-

sidered: with idealized double-well potential and with more physically relevant
logarithmic potential. Because this equation is 4th order partial differential equation, but we want to stay with numerically efficient linear finite elements, mixed
formulation is employed.
2.1 Cahn-Hilliard equation polynomial free energy (double well potential). This simplified nondimensionalized Cahn-Hilliard equation is taken from
[16]:
,
(1)
where –1 ≤ с ≤ 1 is concentration, is a diffusion coefficient and γ is square
of length of the transition region between the phases. Here
can be identified as chemical free energy (Fig. 3),
as surface free
energy,
as a chemical potential and
as mass diffusion flux. Here the notation Dx(·) for derivative of function (·) with
respect to its argument is used. Problem statement should be closed with the homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions:
(2)
and random initial conditions for concentration in the range [–1, 1].

Figure 3 – 1st (left) and 2nd (right) derivatives of the chemical free energy Fc

Mixed formulation of problem (1) is
(3)
where now there are 2 unknowns – c and ψ.
For time discretization backward Euler method is used. Time derivative is apand new system (not containing time) is:
proximated as
(4)

where ct is successful solution from the previous time step.
Spatial discretization of equations (4) is performed using Bubnov-Galerkin
method. Multiplying equations (4) with test functions {c*,ψ*}, integrating over
domain Ω and accounting for boundary conditions (2) we end up with the following weak form in terms of residual:
(5)
Or using the chain rule

and integration-by-parts:
(6)

To solve this nonlinear system of equations Newton method is used. Newton
,
.
updates are calculated as
Final linearized system of equations is
,
(7)
where

(8)

It should be mentioned that the notation used here for linear system (7) can in
fact be almost directly implemented into the open-source finite element library
deal.II [17] which is used in this work for all numerical computations.
2.2 Cahn-Hilliard equation with logarithmic free energy. This equation is
almost the same as one described in the previous section, but bulk chemical free
energy Fc now contain logarithms and taken according to [7] in the form:
(9)
Then procedure is the same as in section 2.1 except that now c has range
and second derivative of the chemical free energy is singular for c = 0 and c = 1
(1st and 2nd derivatives of (9) are plotted on Fig. 4). Mixed formulation of this
problem (after time discretization via backward Euler method) is
(10)
where as auxiliary variable value of the chemical potential μ is taken. Multiplying equations (10) with test functions {c*,ψ*}, integrating over domain Ω and
accounting for boundary conditions (2) following expression is achieved for residual:

(11)
where
(12)

Figure 4 – 1st (left) and 2nd (right) derivatives of the chemical free energy Fc (9)

To solve nonlinear equation (11) as before Newton method would be used in
the form of equation (7) where
(13)
and
(14)
3. Numerical results. In this section numerical results are presented for the
given in section 2 model.
3.1 Cahn-Hilliard equation polynomial free energy. To perform numerical
simulations D = 1; γ = 0,5 and Ω = [–100; 100]2 where chosen. Time step Δt = 0,5,
simulation time tfinal = 300 and tolerance for Newton method is set to 10−10. Firstly
solution was tried on various meshes with 322, 642 and 1282 finite elements and it
is plotted on the Fig. 5. One can see that 322 and 642 elements is definitely not
enough to resolve the problem with the given value of γ correctly.
On Fig. 6 results for different values of parameter γ = 0,5;4;16 are shown on
the mesh of 642 finite elements. Qualitatively it is observed that the interface becomes thicker and for the value γ = 4 problem can be resolved with only 642 elements.
First attempts to perform simulation in 3D are shown on the Fig. 7 for mesh
consisting of 643 finite elements where Δt = 0,2; tfinal = 200; D = 1 and γ = 1.

Figure 5 – Solution of the Cahn-Hilliard equation (1,2) using
322 (left), 642 (middle) and 1282 (right) elements for time steps (from top to bottom)
t = 50; 150; 300. Legend: blue c = –1, red c = 1

Figure 6 – Solution of the Cahn-Hilliard equation (1,2) using 642 finite elements for
γ = 0,5 (left), γ = 4 (middle) and γ = 16 (right) for time steps (from top to bottom)
t = 50;150;300. Legend: blue c = –1, red c = 1

3.2 Cahn-Hilliard equation with logarithmic free energy. For numerical
solution Ω = [–0,5; 0,5]2; Δt = 1 · 10−5; tfinal = 10−2; g1 = −1,3634; g2 = −1,5263;
g3 = 0,3630; g4 = 0,1643; g5 = 0,8750; γ = 10−4 and D = 1. Mesh consists of 642 finite elements and initial distribution is random in the interval [0,1; 0,9]. Solution is
presented on Fig. 8.
4. Outlook. On the numerical side, the primary issue is to account for the
strong localization of the phase and concentration boundaries. To assure an efficient discretization of the biharmonic operator, application of Discontinuous
Galerkin methods [18, 19, 20] on unstructured meshes is aimed at. Beyond this, it
seems that a meshless methods [21, 22, 23] for the spatial discretization of the

Cahn-Hilliard equation are perfectly suited for an accurate and highly efficient
simulation of these spatially quite heterogeneous problems.

Figure 7 – Solution of the Cahn-Hilliard equation (1,2) in 3D for time steps t = 40;100;170

Figure 8 – Solution of Cahn-Hilliard equation with logarithmic free energy (9)
for time steps
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